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The future of residential
investments is all about
demographics—and the
forces behind them.

With more and more time spent at home, capital appetite has
grown for all things residential, with new living schemes entering
the fray at a rapid pace.
Yet not all living investments are as safe as houses. It is important
to consider demographic wave crests and troughs and how these
forces will impact prospects for the various components of the
residential spectrum going forward.

MULTIFAMILY IN THE US

To holders of US real estate,
multifamily properties have
long been a mainstay of mixedasset portfolios. The sector’s
fulfillment of a basic necessity
provides a resilient demand
profile that has withstood
economic volatility throughout
cycles reasonably well and
exhibited a quicker propensity
to rebound, given the shorter
nature of leases.
As institutional capital appetites
and demographic cohorts have
evolved, so too has the sector,
moving beyond traditional
urban
and
suburban-style
multifamily
buildings
to
encompass virtually all types of
rentable living. Some operating
models are newer additions, such
as co-living and purpose-built
single-family rentals (SFRs),
while others, such as student
and senior housing, had—until
recently—been relegated to
the role of niche investments.
With ongoing challenges in the
retail and hotel sectors, and
elevated uncertainty clouding
the near-term outlook for
offices, investors’ allocations to
all things “residential” appear
poised to rise.

Demographics are perhaps the
single-most important driver of
residential real estate demand,
full stop. While it may be
challenging to pinpoint what
future generations may want
in terms of their consumption
or working habits, it is less
challenging to know when
different cohorts will reach
critical life milestones, and that
they will need different types
of housing along the way. It
is purely a matter of simple
arithmetic. This is encouraging
for investors, as it allows us to
anticipate changes in demand
for different types of residential
real estate along the age
spectrum before they occur.
To think about what the
composition
of
the
US
population today tells us about
the prospects for residential real
estate tomorrow, we need to
first understand how age aligns
with the different investable
living schemes on the market
today. While there are always
exceptions to the rule, the
age spans shown in Exhibit 1
reflect the core profile of
renters for the various types of
residential real estate.
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SOME KEY TRENDS AND TAKEAWAYS

Target renter age groups tend
to overlap with one another to
a certain degree. This accounts
for regional variations in
lifestyle preferences, income, job
mobility, and other trends.
Certain residential sub-types
have a much more finite and
thus measurable demand pool
by virtue of specific limitations.
For example, purpose-built
student housing is dedicated
exclusively
to
college-aged
renters (typically aged 18–22),
while senior housing (for which
there are further delineations
at the sub-subtype level) is
generally restricted to those
aged 55 or older.

The renter cycle doesn’t
necessarily
end
at
homeownership. There is a
fair degree of fluidity back to
urban/suburban
apartments
and SFRs after homeownership,
particularly for older households.
According to the National
Association of Realtors, sellers
between 40 and 73 comprised
nearly 70% of home sellers in
the twelve-month period ending
July 2019, and just over half
of the buyers,1 suggesting that
approximately 20% are moving
from ownership into some type
of for-rent housing.

EXHIBIT 1: LIVING SCHEMES AGE SPECTRUM
Source: American Realty Advisors
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The next step is to then look
at population projections by
cohort. Forecasts from Oxford
Economics suggests that, by
2024, the age group we’ve
characterized
as
“Robust
Retirees” (60+) will be the single
largest demographic force in the
country, while the college-aged
population (designated as those
15–19 to account for recent,
current and future enrollment)
is slated to remain the smallest.
Young professionals (20–34)
are expected to remain a stable
mainstay (as Gen Z progresses
beyond their college years)
while the large millennial
cohort moves firmly into major
milestone territory (Exhibit 2).
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Standard logic suggests that,
where age-based demand is
expected to decline, there may
be weakness for investors to
avoid, and where demand
is expected to grow, there
are opportunities to pursue.
However, these large categories,
while useful in visually depicting
generational shifts, mask the
granularities that undoubtedly
drive the potential for underor over-performance in the
coming years.
Take for example the Robust
Retirees—in aggregate, this
group’s trajectory is slated to
trend meaningfully upward. Yet
when we break down this group
into smaller brackets, we can
see that the lion’s share of yearover-year growth is actually
being driven by the older end of
the segment; those 80 years old
and older (Exhibit 3). In fact,
all of the growth for this cohort
by the end of the decade will
be fueled by those retirees 75
and older, with the 60–75 age
group shrinking.

This trend has meaningful
implications for an investor
who may be compelled by the
headline figures to embark upon
constructing a senior living
strategy. With the average entry
age into Independent Living (the
least intensive of the higherintensity skilled/medical carebased senior facilities) pegged
around 83, an acceleration in
demand for this product may
not occur until nearer to 2030.
This is sufficiently close enough
to consider for future portfolio
allocations, but perhaps too far
in the future to benefit investors’
portfolios today or over the next
several years. Alternatively, with
an average move-in age in the
low- to mid-70’s, age-restricted/
active adult communities may
benefit from stronger demand
sooner, as the 70–75-yearold subset of Robust Retirees
is expected to be one of the
faster-growing cohorts between
2022 and 2025 (not to mention
providing the benefits of a lessonerous operating model).
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A
similarly
nuanced
interpretation is also necessary
when considering the demand
backdrop for other types of
residential real estate. Both
age lines in Exhibit 2 seem to
suggest a relatively steady
profile going forward—not
expanding at the rate of retirees,
but holding steady relative to
recent history.

EXHIBIT 2: US POPULATION BY AGE COHORT; 1990–2035F
Source: American Realty Advisors based on data from Oxford Economics as of
January 2021; F = forecast
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WHAT DO THE TRAJECTORIES TELL US
ABOUT FUTURE RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES?

It is not solely the trajectories of the lines that are telling, but also
their relative level and composition (not unlike our senior housing
example). From 2020 through 2035, those aged 20–34-are slated
to be the second-largest population group, nearly 68 million deep.
By comparison, those aged 15–19 (which encompasses student
housing demand) are one-third the size of our Young Professional
cohort. This, coupled with a multi-year trend of declining college
enrollment and declining birthrates worldwide, suggests the
outlook for student housing is not as compelling as traditional
urban or suburban multifamily apartments.
Splitting the Young Professionals grouping down into even-smaller
age brackets provides further insight as it relates to the different
types of rentals. Of the three five-year age bands aggregated in
the Young Professionals grouping, the 30–34 category is expected
to experience a net increase between now and 2025, while the
number of newly minted graduates in the 20–24 range are expected
to shrink, suggestive of resilient demand for suburban apartments
and SFRs, but a reduced tenant pool for co-living.

EXHIBIT 3: BREAKDOWN OF ROBUST RETIREES’
AGGREGATE YEAR-OVER-YEAR GROWTH
Source: American Realty Advisors based on data from Oxford Economics as
of January 2021; F = forecast
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The
coming
generational
changeovers
create
both
opportunities and risks for
holders of residential real
estate. Being able to identify
how these forces will influence
future demand is but one of the
considerations that need to be
accounted for when evaluating
the composition of one’s
residential investments. While
we believe there will always be
compelling opportunities in
all the subsectors we noted at
the right price and in the right
location, macro forces are not to
be ignored—particularly for the
long-term investor. Given the
significant capital appetite for
the living sector, anticipating
demographic tipping points
can assist in triggering prudent
acquisitions timing to maximize
exposure to growing demand
while minimizing exposure to
segments poised for a pullback.
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DEMOGRAPHIC IMPLICATIONS FOR RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE

•	Senior housing demand
will increase, though not
until nearer the end of the
decade for some higherintensity models.
	
The simple combination of
an aging domestic population
alongside
longer
life
expectancies should create
long-run demand for the
various types of senior housing
(age-restricted, independent/
assisted living, and skilled
nursing).
However,
the
average Independent Living
entry age is 83, with Assisted
Living/Skilled Nursing entry
even later. With the first
baby boomer not reaching 83
until 2029 and the crest of
this demographic wave not
surpassing that threshold until
2039, 2 investors are likely
better off in targeting the
more imminent opportunity
in the active adult segment.

•	Increasing appetite for
rental housing that caters to
aging millennials’ delayed
lifestyle milestones.
	
With offerings that cater to
a shrinking youth cohort, 	
The number of those aged
both student housing and
20–24 nationwide is expected
co-living
are
likely
to
to decline by nearly 1 million
experience a softening in
between now and 2030
demand in the years ahead.
as the millennial cohort
For the former, declining
(typically defined as those
student
enrollments
preborn between 1981 and 1996)
COVID already portended a
ages into the next bracket.
weakening demand backdrop;
Well-documented
student
in fact, fall 2020 marked
loan burdens and weakened
the ninth consecutive year
job prospects post-GFC have
of enrollment declines at
stunted this group’s earning
degree-granting institutions.3
potential relative to prior
Meanwhile, co-living will
generations, with the effect of
need to contend with the onedelaying critical life milestones
two punch of a shrinking
such as marriage, childdemand base and nearrearing, and homeownership.
term downward price and
With
millennials
now
occupancy pressure from a
moving towards those events
more competitive traditional
in greater numbers, larger
urban apartment landscape.
suburban apartments in good
school districts and SFRs
that offer the trappings of
homeownership with the
lessened
down-payment
burden are poised to benefit.
•	Student housing and
co-living may see
demand moderate.
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